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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

A

S I WRITE, pear blossom is drifting past in white
contribution on the art of suburban gardens seeming positively
petals on a stiff northerly breeze and the garden
pedestrian in comparison!
cannot decide whether it should be rushing forward to
Our first event of the year continued the artistic theme with
greet spring or looking anxiously over its shoulder for the icy
a visit to the Fitzwilliam Museum to examine the paintings of
fingers of a late frost.
Ehret, Sowerby and Redouté with the guidance of Henrietta
Looking back at the winter the CGT has had two very
Ward, the Assistant Keeper. Many pictures in this remarkable
successful events. The ever-popular Christmas lecture was a
collection were donated by Henry Rogers Broughton, 2nd Lord
fascinating talk on the History of Bandstands by Paul Rabbitts.
Fairhaven (1900-1973), the father of our President, and we
I was extremely sorry to have to
were delighted to have the
miss this, especially as I regularly
presence of the current Lord
meet with Paul at Arts Society
Fairhaven for the visit. I hope
events and know what a good
this might lead to further visits
speaker he is. I understand it was
to the rich and varied collection
greatly enjoyed by all who were
of the Fitzwilliam which
there and an account of the talk
contains so much garden- and
can be found in this newsletter.
plant-related material in all its
This was followed by our Study
galleries as well as in store.
Day in March which, under the
As the weather warms we
umbrella subject of Art and the
will be heading out for our series
Garden, captured everyone’s
of summer garden visits which,
interest with a very wide range of
this year, will include several
CGT Chair Twigs Way thanks Henrietta Ward of the trips ‘over the borders’ so to
talks. I was fascinated by the
Fitzwilliam Museum for guiding members and guests around speak. This reflects the positive
interpretive descriptions of the
the Fairhaven donation of botanical paintings and
gardens at Little Sparta provided
moves being made by county
watercolours, some of which are on the wall behind.
by Patrick Eyres, and intrigued
gardens trusts to explore and
by the insights into our own local artists from Bridget Flanagan,
connect with neighbouring counties. We will, of course, also be
proving yet again how much there is to discover in one’s own
visiting gardens within Cambridgeshire and I hope everyone
county, as well as the depth of knowledge within the CGT
will enjoy the programme which Jane Bhaghat and Judith
membership! Lucy Redman gave a tour de force about her own
Christie have put together for us all.
garden and art projects as well as personal reminiscences of
One of the highlights of this year will be the Celebration of
Beth Chatto, whilst Caroline Holmes wove water lilies, irises
25 years of outstanding support to the Trust from our President,
and sea shells together into a fascinating overview. My own
The Lord Fairhaven, which will be held, by Lord and Lady
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Fairhaven’s kind permission, in the gardens of Kirtling Tower
on 18 June 2019. More details are in the newsletter and the
invitation posted to all members. I would recommend you book
early for what will be a most enjoyable event.
Many of you will know that the Cambridgeshire Gardens
Trust, along with all the county gardens trusts, are members of
the Gardens Trust (created by the merger of the Association of
Gardens Trusts and the Garden History Society). Over the past
few years, the Gardens Trust has spearheaded research,
conservation and planning in historic landscapes, and has
offered support and guidance to all county gardens trusts. The
Gardens Trust holds frequent training days, regional meet-ups
for members, and ‘focus days’ for chairs of the county gardens
trusts. The CGT is very fortunate in having enthusiastic
members of the council of management who attend many of
these events, and I would like to encourage more of our
members to get involved in Gardens Trust events.

with reports on community outreach projects by the Gardens
Trust and other county gardens trusts. These included Heritge
Lottery Fund (HLF) supported work, holding events to
encourage people who do not usually access green spaces to
enjoy their local parks and gardens. This can lead to greater
appreciation and understanding of the role our heritage spaces
play in peoples everyday lives. Inclusivity and diversity were
important focuses for the events, which led to a general
discussion between county chairs as to how they could build
diversity within their membership, and to increase membership
generally. We heard from James Bartos, Gardens Trust chair,
on the vital role that county members can play in supporting its
function as a statutory consultee and found out more about
training days available for interested county trust members and
their impact in tackling the ever-present planning threats to our
heritage landscapes. All the chairs left inspired and determined
to engage ourselves and our members in the work of the
Gardens Trust. If you haven’t already done so I encourage you
to explore the Gardens Trust website including events, lectures
and campaigns, and the links to their excellent Historic
Landscape project hub at http://thegardenstrust.org.
Twigs Way, CGT Chair

CHAIRS MEET-UP AT
THE GARDENS TRUST, APRIL 2019
Along with about 30 other chairs, I attended the recent chairs’
meet-up hosted by the Gardens Trust. It was an inspiring day

CAMBRIDGESHIRE GARDENS TRUST
PRESIDENT’S EVENING
Join Gilly Drummond & Twigs Way to mark 25 years of
Lord Fairhaven’s presidency of CGT
Bring your own picnic and guests
Stroll through the grounds
Toast to Lord Fairhaven
Anniversary cake
18 June 2019

TO

KIRTLING

The Lord and Lady Fairhaven have kindly opened their garden at Kirtling Tower for this special event
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BANDSTANDS HISTORY, DECLINE AND REVIVAL
THE CHRISTMAS LECTURE 2018

T

lined walks and buildings where men and women could be
amorous, with music playing in the background. The owner of
the gardens, Jonathan Tyers (1702-1767), constructed an
octagonal bandstand (Fig. 1) which was opened in 1735 and
provided a raised stage for the musicians to enable them to be
both seen and heard by the audience. In 1749 12,000 people
paid 2s 6d to listen to Handel’s Music for the Royal Fireworks.

Photo courtesy of Paul Rabbitts

HE CHRISTMAS LECTURE for 2018 was held in the
delightful surroundings of The Garden Room at St
Edmund’s College Cambridge, where a lively audience
welcomed an even livelier presenter, Paul Rabbitts, who spoke
on the topic of Bandstands: History, Decline and Revival. Paul
is Head of Parks at Watford Borough Council and combines a
full-time job with his interests in bandstands.
While having little in common with planting schemes,
bandstands do indeed have a noble history in the context of
historic designed landscapes, especially within urban parks and
gardens but also within some country estates too. Paul opened
by comparing his passion for bandstands to trainspotting and
similar ‘anorak’ pursuits, proudly pointing out that his subject
had led to his inclusion in the book, Dull Men of Great Britain,1
alongside hobbies such as vacuum cleaner collecting, trig point
bagging and train station spotting. Just to underline his
credentials, Paul admitted to having had the spandrel iron-work
of a particular model of Victorian bandstand tattooed on his
shoulder.
Paul reminded us that bandstands are British icons: they
evoke a mental image of a cast-iron, circular or polygonal,
covered stage, usually found in Victorian public parks or
seaside promenades. After considerable growth in numbers,
coinciding with the hey-day of cast-iron engineering, they went
through a period of decline and neglect but are now, according
to Paul, undergoing something of a renaissance of interest. Are
they still relevant today?
In the 1930’s ordinary people went to the local park to meet
each other and to listen to music, carrying on the tradition of
the great pleasure gardens such as the Vauxhall Gardens with
their 18C orchestra stand. The Vauxhall Gardens, formerly the
Spring Gardens, on the south bank of the Thames were just one
of several such leisure gardens in London with plantings, treeImage courtesy of David Coke. www.vauxhallgardens.com/

Fig. 2. An archetypical bandstand in modern use at Victoria
Park, Macclesfield.

Fig. 1. Engraving by Edward Rooker of the 18C octagonal
orchestra stand in Vauxhall Gardens.
1

Dull Men of Great Britain by Leland Carlson, 2015. Ebury
Digital, ISBN-13: 978-1785030901
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The style of an open-sided raised deck, usually octagonal
with a cover to keep the musicians and their instruments dry is
immediately recognisable in the 500 or so examples of 19C
(and some 20C) bandstands still extant today. Their popularity
coincided with the perceived need for urban open spaces during
the rapid expansion of cities in the 19C, increasing amounts of
leisure time for working people, and the perhaps paternalistic
idea that the provision of open-air music would divert thoughts
away from less salubrious activities. The ready availability of
mass-produced cast iron, strong and yet easily formable into
elegant and decorative structures, enabled the bandstand to
become almost ubiquitous, being found in over 1200 public
parks and open spaces throughout the country by the end of the
19C. And people apparently loved them, though their
popularity might have been reinforced by the lack of many
alternatives on a Victorian Sunday afternoon. Nonetheless,
open-air concerts would draw thousands to tens of thousands of
people: at Leazes Park in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, large crowds
of several thousand were normal even on an ordinary Sunday
and larger numbers turned out on special events; Blackburn
Corporation park could hold 50,000 people.
Railways, another great social driver of the Victorian age,
facilitated excursions to the coast where people could be
entertained by musicians in bandstands along the promenade in
many seaside towns. Some towns, like Clacton and Southend,
had 7 or 8 bandstands in various locations along the promenade.
Eastbourne had a bandstand on the beach elevated on stilts
which eventually had to be moved for lack of foundations.

Photo courtesy of Paul Rabbitts

Morecombe, Brighton’s West Pier and Bexhill-on-Sea all had
bandstands as part of an entertainment complex. Unfortunately,
most seaside town bandstands have now disappeared because
such towns fell out of favour, partly as people moved further
afield for both recreation and vacation in the 20C. However,
one at Clevedon in Somerset, erected in 1887 to mark Queen
Victoria’s golden jubilee, survives. So does Eastbourne’s,
which is advertised as the busiest in the country.
Most cast-iron bandstands were made by Scottish foundries
because of the availability of ore in the Scottish central belt.
Walter MacFarlane’s vast Saracen Foundry, located around
Saracen Street in Glasgow north of the Clyde, made everything
from sanitary fittings, lampposts, verandahs, stairs, canopies
and, of course, bandstands. The firm concentrated on a set of
standard, high-quality designs for decorative ironworks.
Bandstand number 279 in their catalogue became a great seller

Photo courtesy of Paul Rabbitts

Fig. 1. Cassiobury Park, Watford, and its bandstand,
reopened in 2016 after a £6.7m restoration funded by HLF.

Fig. 1. Brighton’s West Pier bandstand, constructed in 1884
and fully restored and reopened in 2009.

We heard about several other restoration case studies but
that at Watford’s Cassiobury Park is dear to Paul since it is on
his home patch. The park was once the ancient seat of the Earls
of Essex and Paul oversaw an HLF-funded, £6.7 million awardwinning restoration, which included the restoration and
reconstruction of the bandstand, reopened in 2016.
Looking forward, Paul noted that bandstands have become
multi-functional spaces, often used for music but also for other
activities such as weddings, receptions, theatre, dance and even
yoga classes. He concluded on an optimistic note for the future
relevance of bandstands, after their mid-20C decline and more
recent renaissance, thanks to their flexibility and perhaps with
a nod towards the distinct warming of Britain’s climate in the
21C.
After a brief but lively question and answer session, Pippa
Temple proposed a vote of thanks to the highly entertaining
2018 Christmas Lecturer.
Phil Christie

and examples can be found in many places not just in the UK
but also overseas, including India and Brazil. A fine example
of a MacFarlane 279 can be found in Horsham in Sussex, and
its delicate spandrel tracery can be appreciated by persuading
Paul to reveal the tattoo on his shoulder.
The second World War precipitated the collection of much
municipal ironwork for the war effort but most of it was
dumped because it could not easily be re-cycled. After the war,
other forms of entertainment became popular and so parks
became increasingly used for outdoor games rather than music.
Many bandstands were removed, and others were left to go
derelict. Some local authorities chopped the tops off their
bandstands and left the base, as at Nuns Moor Park in
Newcastle. Wellingborough has a boarded-up bandstand. That
at Cassiobury Park in Watford lasted till 1975 and was then
removed in pieces. Brighton’s was listed and thereby protected.
The advent of open-air performances by rock groups briefly
helped to revive bandstands but it was not until their adoption
into the Heritage Lottery Fund’s conservation remit in 1996 that
conserving and restoring bandstands became an officially
recognised activity. About 150 bandstands have been helped
over the past 20 years, which have seen around £800m invested
in renovating and refurbishing Britain’s urban parks and
gardens. Sheffield had only one remaining bandstand in Weston
Park and this has now been fully restored and can be used for
weddings.

Paul’s recent book, British Bandstands, is a fascinating
illustrated compilation of British bandstands that he has bagged
over the years. Published by Amberley Publishing in 2017,
price £14.99. ISBN 978 1 4456 6550. Further details can be
found on Paul’s webpage www.paulrabbitts.co.uk/books.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE HISTORY OF
MELON GROWING IN CAMBRIDGESHIRE

T

Cupid and Psyche at the Villa Farnesina outside Rome, dating
from 1518.

HE WELL KNOWN Yorkshire ‘Rhubarb Triangle’
lies between Wakefield, Morley and Rothwell:1 the
lesser known Cambridgeshire ‘Melon Triangle’
comprises Trumpington, Grantchester and Haslingfield. This
paper suggests that there have been two phases of melon
growing, the first, which we could dub the ‘curiosity’, lasted
from around 1585 to 1596, and the second ‘commercial’ one
was in the late Victorian and Edwardian era.
BOTANY AND HORTICULTURE2
Sweet melons (Cucumis melo) are herbaceous annuals which
thrive and produce sweet, aromatic fruit on fertile, well drained
soils in long warm growing seasons. This article is concerned
with the cantaloupes, or Cantalupensis Group, which have a
thin, smooth or warted rind, usually lobed and furrowed
(‘sutured’), sometimes prominently. Their yellow flowers are
monoecious or andromonoecious, meaning that they are both
self- and cross-pollinating. Bees are the pollinators: there is no
suggestion that any particular species is important. The sweet
flavour of the fruit is due to sucrose: they take between 85 and
130 days from sowing to the first fruit ripening. The fruit, which
require dry conditions to ripen, then usually separate from the
vine. They characteristically keep for about a week.

Fig. 2. Melon plant, drawn in Samarkand in 1083 when
Dioscorides’ Materia Medica was copied. (Leiden UL
shelfmark Or. 289 p 182, accessible at https://tinyurl.com/
leidenmelon)
FIRST PHASE OF MELON GROWING: ‘CURIOSITY’
Trumpygtoun was a thriving village by the 1380s: we know that
it had a mill and that it was a destination for Cambridge
undergraduates with a sense of entitlement wanting some ‘fun’
at the expense of local people.3 By 1610, Thomas Chaplin was
Lord of the Manor of Trumpington Delapole and subscribed to
Hobson’s fund to build the conduit from Nine Wells to
Cambridge market place, according to the Victorian monument
in Nine Wells wood. Later in the century, Sir Francis
Pemberton
bought
Trumpington Hall (April
1675), but he never lived
there as the widow of the
vendor, Mrs Thomas
Pytcher, had a life
interest in it.4
It seems plausible to
suggest that Sir Joshua
Easement ‘of Shrewsbury’5 was a pseudonym
adopted by Thomas
Chaplin’s ancestor Sir
Gawain for use in his
career as a pirate. It was
during one of his
voyages that he raided a Fig. 3. The inscription on the
Venetian ship which had monument in Nine Wells wood at
been trading with the TL 461542.

Fig. 1. A Galia melon: the suturing is apparent.
Sweet melons originated in the historical region of Greater
Khorasan, encompassing parts of the Stans (Afghanistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan) and Persia (Iran), but
knowledge of them, of course, spread. The University Library
at Leiden has a 1083 copy of Dioscorides’ Materia Medica with
an illustration of a sweet melon and there are images of
Cucumis melo amongst the fresco festoons* in the Loggia of
*

Designed by Raphael Sanzio (1483–1520) and executed by
his assistants Giulio Romano and Giovanni Martini da Udine.
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eligible for the Deptford almshouses of Trinity House.10 Her
‘elopement’ to become Lady Easement/Chaplin may have been
an act of piracy rather than one of courtship: either way, Sir
Gawain’s log or diary got muddled with that of her later, lawabiding husband.
The association of Cucumis melo with the Trumpington
Estate entered local folklore and was remembered when a new
farmhouse was built using recycled materials from Haslingfield
Hall, itself demolished between 1814 and 1819.11

Ottoman
Empire.
Amongst other plunder,
he relieved them of their
bag of sweet melon
seeds,6 probably after
sampling the melons
which they had loaded
before leaving Istanbul.
These
would
have
seemed
particularly
refreshing and delicious
after several weeks of
Elizabethan shipboard
diet, consisting as it did
Fig. 4. A Green Man, such as Sir of biscuit, beer, salt beef,
Gawain might have met on his stockfish, butter and
cheese with occasional
travels.
mutton or fowl when
they slaughtered one of their shipboard animals.7
Sir Joshua/Gawain succeeded (presumably accidentally: he
is reputed5 to have been incompetent at everything else) in
storing the seeds adequately, so that they were viable when, on
a rare visit to Trumpington after his exile and later appointment
as Captain of the Gongfermours (Gentleman of the Latrines) by
Elizabeth I, he asked the Hall gardeners to try to get one to
germinate. They succeeded in this year after year, but despite
planting the seedlings out into the well manured productive bed
close to the south wall8 of the Hall, they never got one to
produce fruit. The summers in the 1580s and early 1590s were
not sufficiently long, hot or dry. They gradually used all the
seed.

Ó The National Portrait Gallery, London

SECOND PHASE OF MELON GROWING:
‘COMMERCIAL’
The new establishment was called Cantelupe Farm and seemed
the natural place to attempt a commercial agricultural initiative
to grow sweet melons in the Triangle. Again, we know the
identity of the person
who brought the seeds to
the Triangle: Dr John
Watson. Invalided out of
the 66th (Berkshire)
Regiment of Foot after
being injured in 1880
during the second AngloAfghan War,12 he came
to
Cambridge
to
convalesce with his old
friend from medical
school,
Dr
Henry
Lavrock. Readers should
note that Afghanistan is
one of the constituent
countries of Khorasan, Fig. 6. Cantelupe Farm name
mentioned above as one board as seen on the lane between
of the two areas of the Trumpington and Grantchester
world where sweet TL 435552.
melons are indigenous.
Joining Lavrock on his house-calls, Watson was impressed
by the garden at the Faradays’ home, Socrates Close, on
Trumpington Road.13 The garden was impeccably kept by a Mr
Christmas and, with Mrs John Faraday’s permission, Watson
sought him out to entrust a tobacco tin of melon seeds to him.
The first not only germinated but fruited in the hot July of
1881.14 Christmas was an habitué at The Volunteer15 and was
persuaded to share the seeds with his drinking chums who
included Cantelupe Farm workers. Watson, by then living in
Baker Street, took no further interest. He appears to have
forgotten his potential melons in the excitement of getting to
know Sherlock Holmes and his work.16
Good crops were obtained at Cantelupe Farm, particularly
in the hot summers of 1893 and 1899, when record quantities
were sent to Covent Garden. The success was partly due to the
weather and partly to the easy accessibility of coprolite as
fertilizer. In 1851 John Ball, a miller in Burwell, had used this
interesting substance on his turnips and got an impressive
yield.17 Extraction of this phosphate-rich resource, the ancient
faecal remains of marine animals, had become widespread
where there was Cambridge Greensand at the base of the chalk
and above the Gault Clay. It was extensively extracted in
Trumpington. Another facet of the success of the ‘commercial
phase” concerns glass. Sheet glass was not invented until about

Fig. 5. Sir Joshua Easement. The National Portrait Gallery
entitles this picture (NPG 40, purchased 1858) as ‘Unknown
man, formerly known as Sir Ralph Winwood’.
This ‘curiosity’ phase of melon growing in the Triangle
ended in the appalling summer of 1596 when, after several
harsh winters, the summer was plagued9 by ‘profound shocking
rains and great floods’. Desperate to get in what there was of a
useful rather than a frivolous harvest, the gardeners and farm
hands had no time or energy to tend the plant which had
germinated from the last of Sir Gawain’s melon seeds6. We
know this because his widow subsequently remarried a genuine
captain in the Merchant Marine and, on his death, she became
-6-

Fig. 7. Example of a coprolite working in Trumpington.
Standing at TL 435536 and looking southwest.

Fig. 9. Lords Bridge station buildings and platform (at TL
396545) from the trackbed. Photo by courtesy of the
householder.

1620 and not industrialised until around 1800.18 Glass Tax was
repealed by Sir Robert Peel’s government in 184519 with the
result that the construction of glass houses became not only
feasible but economically viable in the second half of the 19C.8
These developments are consistent with CGT research findings
on melon growing in the late 19C at Houghton, in what was
then Huntingdonshire (Bridget Flanagan, pers. comm.).

CONCLUSION
This article shows that the half century, in total, of melon
growing in the Triangle has had a close association with
Trumpington Hall as well as with identifiable figures who were
nationally famous during their lifetimes. Perhaps the most
striking feature of this transient phenomenon of melon growing
in Cambridgeshire is that both phases were brought to an end
by Horsemen of the Apocalypse:23 Famine struck in 1596, and
War, Pestilence and Death in 1914-19.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
I thank Dr Antony Warren for the photographs used as Figures
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9. It is noteworthy that Antony was a
successor to the Lavrock medical dynasty, as a Cambridge GP
with a practice area which included Trumpington Road.
Gin Warren, 1 April 2019
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RESEARCH GROUP VISIT REPORT:
REPTON EXHIBITION AT THE GARDEN MUSEUM

T

HE RESEARCH GROUP’S January meeting was an
outing to this specialist exhibition mounted to celebrate
Humphry Repton’s work on the 200th anniversary of
his death. Most of those who had planned to participate arrived
late but, with the sense of achievement acquired by successfully
outwitting the train ‘services’ into Kings Cross, took a
sustaining cup of coffee or climbed the mediaeval tower to
gawp into Lambeth Palace (the museum is in the deconsecrated
parish church right next door), and then went on to savour the
impressive gathering of Red Books. Your reviewer is a
beginner on garden history and whilst it was obvious that the
curators had pulled off an important triumph in having so many
Red Books in one place at one time, it was also apparent that
this was only an exciting exhibition if you already knew a lot
about the life and work of the subject. It was an exclusive rather
than an inclusive experience. I looked at some pretty
watercolours of landscapes and houses, and I learned that
Repton had had to spend the last few years of his life in a
‘garden chair with wheels’ as he phrased it in Fragments on the
Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening (1816). His later
designs are thereby distinguished by being the first in the world
that are deliberately accessible to those with mobility issues.
The curators of the exhibition may have been on a very tight
budget, but there were several frustrating missed opportunities.
They could have photographed some of the pages with the
‘slips’ opened and closed, so that one could compare the
‘befores’ and ‘afters’ as Repton intended. They could also have
gone to some of the places where Repton set up his easel and
photographed the view from those sites now. An interactive
screen giving access to digitised Red Books (of which there are
at least eight [Daniels S, Veale L. Landscape Research, 40:1; 522]) would have enabled us newbies to garden history to play
with them and thereby whet our appetites for the more ascetic
approach. They could have presented more about his
publications, and how these show the evolution of his ideas and
how they were moulded by contemporary culture. Overall, the
exhibition did not live up to the presentational pzazz of the
taster video on the Museum website (which was also playing in
a side room); a case of badly managed expectations from this
reviewer's point of view.
Other members of the group emphasised that the curators
had made the most of the exhibition space, and treated visitors
to rather pretty Reptonesque decoration. It was also felt
appropriate that that we comment on the permanent collection

and its setting. The collection seems rather limited and eclectic,
and while strong on gardening techniques, it is relatively
lacking in information about the changing tastes of different
periods We noted the trade-off between the burgeoning and
laudable work with local schools and the area available for
graveyard and garden. People remembered and mourned: this
was a garden in which John Drake was involved, and which was
described in Rosemary Nicholson’s Daily Telegraph obituary
(26 November 2004) as a ‘reproduction 17th-century knot
garden, designed by the Dowager Marchioness of Salisbury,
planted only with species known to the Tradescants – an oasis
of horticultural tranquillity beside the Thames.’ This garden has
been succeeded by a community teaching room. Mrs Nicholson
was half of the couple who rescued the predominantly Victorian
building from demolition and founded the Museum.

The Dowager Marchioness of Salisbury planting in the knot
garden of the Garden Museum in 1981.
The cafe offered a relatively formal, relatively pricey
'white-tablecloths' lunch: it was an interesting, delicious menu
which was worth the cost - and the company was splendid! We
chattered about all sorts of things, not least the tombs outside
the window. The Tradescants’ tomb was there; actually, it was
a 19C copy as the original was hopelessly weathered but the
subject of a useful engraving. So too was Captain Bligh’s tomb;
there’s a man who took watering plants so seriously that he
failed as an RN officer by dehydrating his crew to the point that
they mutinied.
Gin Warren
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THE SYSTEMATIC BEDS OF THE BOTANIC GARDEN
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
This article was presented as an excellent lecture by Juliet Day, then of CU Botanic Garden, at the CGT AGM in November 2018.

T

HE BOTANIC GARDEN of Cambridge University
(CUBG) was founded in 1762 in the centre of the City
(now entirely built over, it is home to the New
Museums Site) and was conceived as a typical physic garden.
Also known as the ‘Walkerian Garden’ after Dr Walker, the
vice-master of Trinity College who had acquired the five-acre
site and donated it to the University for the express purpose of
establishing a botanic garden, it principally cultivated drug
plants required for the medical Tripos.
Sadly, the good work of several diligent Botanic Garden
curators failed to counter the sorry decline in botanical teaching
that set in almost immediately due to absentee father and son
professors of botany, John and Thomas Martyn. So when the
youthful, energetic and politically astute John Stevens Henslow
(Fig. 1) was elected to the Chair of Botany in 1825 at the age of
29 (he already held the Chair of Mineralogy), no botany
lectures had been given at the University for more than 30
years. Henslow’s election, writes Dr Max Walters in The
Shaping of Cambridge Botany,1 ‘was to lead to a rejuvenation
of botany in Cambridge.’

petitioning the University for a much larger site. In 1831, a
green field site of ‘38 acres and 23 perches’, one mile south of
the city centre and owned by Trinity Hall, was identified for the
new Botanic Garden. The exchange between the University and
college and 'the removal of the present Botanic Garden ... to a
new and more eligible site' was authorised by an Act of
Parliament. In part exchange, Trinity Hall received rather more
than seven acres of land, on which Bateman Street and Norwich
Street now stand, and a payment of £2,210 8s representing the
difference in value.
Much to Henslow’s frustration, legal wrangles concerning
a sitting tenant farmer on the new site prevented immediate
development; indeed, when planting finally began in 1845,
Henslow was on the point of taking up the living at the parish
of Hitcham, Suffolk, returning to Cambridge each Lent term to
give his well-attended botany lectures. However, Henslow
clearly remained a passionate and involved advocate, writing in
his Address to the Members of the University of Cambridge on
the expediency of improving, and on the funds required for
remodelling and supporting, the Botanic Garden, a 20-page
pamphlet printed in 1846:
‘It is indeed true enough that one man with half-a-dozen
flower-pots may do more towards advancing Botany than
another will feel inclined to attempt with twenty or thirty acres
of garden at his command; but it may be very safely asserted,
that the larger the number of living species that are cultivated
in a Botanic Garden, the greater will be the facilities afforded
to us all; not just for systematic improvement, but for
anatomical and other experimental researches essential to the
progress of general physiology. It is impossible to predict what
particular species may be safely dispensed with in such
establishments, without risking some loss of opportunity which
that very species may have offered to a competent investigator,
at the exact moment he most needed it.’
In other words, the new Botanic Garden needed to be much
larger in order to accommodate a more diverse and global plant
collection, one no longer confined to pharmacologically useful
plants. The systematic arrangement of this plant collection was
not an end in itself but, rather, would provide the essential
underpinning for study and research into how plants work, and
would help establish botany as an experimental science in its
own right. Henslow’s vision for the Botanic Garden holds true
today.
THE SYSTEMATIC BEDS IN HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The substantial financial outlay required to oust the tenant
farmer’s family caused the University to lose heart: when work
finally began in 1845, development of the western twenty acres
only was sanctioned and the eastern twenty acres would have
to wait until the magnificent legacy of Reginal Cory, an
alumnus of Trinity College, was unlocked for use in the 1950s.
This has had profound and not unwelcome consequences for
the Garden. Although both the western and eastern parts are

Fig. 1. Professor John S. Henslow, President of Ipswich
Subscription Museum (1850), English School. Henslow is
shown holding a herbarium sheet of pressed plant material
and a hand lens, highlighting his passion for studying plants.
Reproduced by kind permission of Colchester and Ipswich
Museums.
Henslow finds the city-centre botanic garden he inherits
‘utterly unsuited to the demands of modern science' and begins
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stylistically linked, they are very different in feel, character and
curatorial content. This reflects how the primary interests of
plant science have evolved since the Garden's foundation:
whereas the 19C Garden focuses on the naming and organising
of individual species into family groupings to propose
relatedness, the eastern part of the Garden is generally
concerned with plant communities, both geographical and
climatic. Thus, the 20C science of ecology and an emerging
focus on horticultural science permeates the philosophy of
many of the plantings here. As a whole, the landscape itself
records and reflects how science changes, and we are reminded
that a botanic garden, in particular, cannot be preserved in aspic
if it is to properly serve its function.
In 1845, however, the most immediate consequence of the
long delay and radical reduction in acreage permitted for
cultivation was to render unviable the original layout design
commissioned from Edward Lapidge, the landscape designer
and architect son of Samuel Lapidge, head gardener at Hampton
Court Palace and later draughtsman-surveyor for Lancelot
‘Capability’ Brown. The story goes that into the breach stepped
Andrew Murray who brought a fully worked-up watercolour
proposing a layout for the ‘new’ botanic garden to his job

interview for the position of Garden Curator (Fig. 2). The plan
consists of a sinuous path following the circumference of the
Garden, bisected along an east-west axis by a Main Walk
flanked by majestic and stately coniferous trees. A belt of trees,
grouped together in their families, was to be planted outside the
perimeter path. To the north of the Main Walk was a U-shaped
lake and, to the SW, the herbaceous Systematics Beds (then
known as the Herbaceous Ground). Murray was successful in
his job application, and these distinctive features are readily
recognisable today.
The Systematic Beds are prominent, high maintenance from
the start, and occupy close to one quarter of the land available
for development. Murray’s design comprises an elaborate
complex of irregularly sized island beds all contained within a
curvilinear path, reflecting the ‘gardenesque’ style developed
by the influential designer of public gardens, John Claudius
Loudon (1783-1843), of whom Professor Henslow was a well
known admirer. As one rounds a ‘gardenesque’ corner, the
specimens are recomposed by the change in perspective to
inspire new lines of questioning, making a garden that was
scientifically useful as well as aesthetically pleasing and
engaging for the visiting public – it was always envisaged that

Fig. 2. Andrew Murray’s proposal for the ‘new’ Botanic Garden, 1845. Murray has neatly written the plant family name on each
curving island bed, establishing the one plant family to one bed rule that is unique to Cambridge. Murray’s map survives in the
Botanic Garden archives. © CUBG© 2018
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‘respectably dressed strangers’ would be admitted, as visitors
were described in the original Rules of Admission.
But Murray’s design for the Systematic Beds also reveals a
strong intellectual underpinning in the way it translates the most
comprehensive botany textbook of the time, Théorie
élémentaire de la botanique, 1813, by Swiss botanist Augustin
de Candolle, into a display for teaching plant taxonomy – the
science of identifying and classifying plants. The word
‘taxonomy’ was in fact first coined by de Candolle and derives
from the Greek taxis, meaning arrangement or division, and
nomos, meaning law. Plant taxonomists organise information
into a framework that helps in the identification and naming of
plants, and in working out how plants may be related to each
other. ‘Systematic Beds or Order Beds display plant diversity
in a concentrated form as a series of beds arranged according to
a classification system. This allows for easy comparison
between the different plants displayed primarily for the
purposes of teaching’ wrote Dr Tim Upson, former Curator of
CUBG, now Director of Horticulture at the Royal Horticultural
Society, in 2000.
Although the aim to organise is always the same, the
philosophies upon which a taxonomic framework can be built
have been many and varied. Dr David Frodin of the Chelsea
Physic Garden gives an excellent overview in his 2004 paper,
History and Concepts of Big Plant Genera.2 Summarising
drastically here, ‘heterodox’ systematists, who predominated
from the medieval period to the 17C, proposed theories that
included organising plants by geography, alphabetically,
medicinally, by dietetic value, by doctrine of signatures, or by
root form, amongst many other methods. The ‘orthodox’ or
‘universal’ systematists came to the fore in the 18C and
proposed systems built on the examination of a plant’s
reproductive features: different theorists focused on different
parts of the floral reproductive system. Fructists, including
Hans Sloane, preferred pericarp and seed structures as the
building blocks of a sorting system; corollists advocated the
primacy of the petaloid floral structure, while calycists
promoted the outermost whorl of flower parts, the sepals, as the
organising principle. Sexualists, including Carl Linnaeus, relied
upon stamen and pistil number and arrangement. In contrast to
these ‘artificial’ systematists who created a filing system and
then did the filing, the ‘natural’ systematists promoted the
primacy of the whole plant to create a more flexible taxonomic
system that could stretch and divaricate as required to
accommodate the profusion of new species being discovered
throughout the golden age of plant-hunting during the 19C.
‘This only really became possible within a framework of
encyclopaedism’, writes CGT Chair, Dr Twigs Way, in her
Contextual History of the Systematic Beds at Cambridge. The
historical layout of botanic gardens across Europe, and in
particular their systematic or order beds, reflects not just the
period at which the specific site was created but often its major
academic and philosophic associations. In this, Cambridge is no
exception.
By organising the Systematic Beds at Cambridge to reflect
Augustin de Candolle’s taxonomic theory, it is clear that
Murray had prepared thoroughly for his job interview: as well
as being a fan of Loudon, Henslow was a well-known champion
of the Swiss botanist having, in 1832, published an enthusiastic

essay on the benefits of de Candolle’s more ‘natural’ approach
to organising plants.
Murray uses structural elements - the hedges - to express de
Candolle’s principal divisions. For example, the
monocotyledons (plants that germinate with one seed leaf) are
contained within the central oval, while the dicotyledons (plants
that germinate with two seed leaves) are arranged around the
outside (Fig. 3). These are then further separated by radial
hedges into four sections that demonstrate de Candolle’s four
major groupings of the dicots: Thalamiflorae, broadly flowers
with free parts such as buttercups and geraniums; Calyciflorae,
broadly flowers with united sepals such as roses and daisies;
Corolliflorae, broadly flowers with petals fused into tubular
shapes such as foxgloves and lavenders; and,
Monochlamydeae, broadly petal-less flowering plants such as
nettles, rhubarbs and hops.

Fig. 3. The layout of the Systematic Beds, with the central oval
of monocotyledons and the radial hedges dividing the
dicotyledons into their four de Candollean groupings.
While Murray follows the universal rule of all systematic
(or order) beds in placing related families close together for

Fig. 4. Detail of Figure 2 showing Murray’s hand-written
labelling of the beds.
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ease of study, he also introduces a unique twist: there is only
ever one plant family in a bed on his annotated plan (Fig. 4),
although today large plant families are given many beds to
ensure their floral diversity is well represented. In addition,
Murray’s design, with its ‘gardenesque’ curving island beds,
makes discovering this plant diversity an enjoyable experience.
These innovations mark a radical departure from the
predictable, rectangular order beds comprising multiple related
plant families that are most usually found in other botanic
gardens. Professor John Parker, Director of the Botanic Garden
from 1996-2012 and CGT Patron, summarised Murray’s design
thus: ‘The overall effect of the interacting pattern of hedges and
beds, each filled with blooming herbaceous species, is to turn
the potential monotony of systematisation into an art work on a
grand scale.’
It would not be true to say that the Garden’s management
team has always assessed the Systematic Beds so positively!
The Garden’s archives in fact record several instances when
radical changes were considered either to ease the maintenance
burden or to update the underpinning taxonomy. In 1911, a
proposal was made to replace Murray’s ‘gardenesque’ design
with rectangular beds reflecting the post-Darwinian system of
Adolf Engler, a leading German botanist. The plan was
rejected on the grounds that greater clarity would not be
achieved, but the Botanic Garden Syndicate Minutes also
mention, probably more pertinently, a lack of funds. Something
similar was proposed in a 1921 report by Humphrey Gilbert
Carter, Curator and soon-to-be Director of the Garden, who
declared ‘that the valuable collection of plants in the
Classification beds ought to be displayed to more advantage.
The present beds are large and have been designed not so much
for convenience as for what was considered in the middle of the
last Century a good aesthetic effect. A great many of the plants
cannot be reached without walking over the beds, damaging
other plants and in damp weather carrying off masses of soil on
one’s boots. At Kew and Edinburgh, the Classification beds are
long and narrow and run parallel with one another with
convenient strips of grass between them from which any plant
can be reached. It is very desirable that our beds should be of
this type. This arrangement would save much space. It is
moreover hard and skilled work to mow the tangles of grass
paths and spaces that make up the matrix of the present beds.
Running a mowing machine along parallel strips of grass would
be a much easier task. Beds of this kind have a formal
appearance and the whole series which would take up
considerably less room than the present beds…’
As Dr Twigs Way comments in her Contextual History of
the Systematic Beds:3 ‘It is interesting to note that the rearrangement was proposed for largely utilitarian and aesthetic
reasons rather than any desire to update the scientific basis or
understanding of the organisation of the beds on this occasion.’
It is also interesting to note the championing of Kew and
Edinburgh. At Kew, their original ‘gardenesque’ style beds,
also established in 1846, had been replaced as early as 1869
with rectilinear beds (and are about to undergo a substantial redevelopment into an evolution garden) while Edinburgh have
done away with their order beds entirely. Back in Cambridge,
there was even a suggestion recorded in the Syndicate Minutes
for 1954 to abandon a taxonomic underpinning altogether in

favour of reorganising the plant family beds alphabetically in
rectilinear beds in an entirely new position.
‘The Systematic Beds at the CUBG combine an almost
unique “informal” design with a similarly rare dedication of
layout to a single text on taxonomy’ summarises Dr Way (Fig.
5). As a surviving example of a key moment when plant
taxonomy became useable for experimental botany, presented
in a Garden founded for both public education and research, the
‘historic, evidential, aesthetic and communal values, combined
with their unique survival’, leads Dr Way to describe the
Systematic Beds as being of ‘exceptional heritage value in their
present form’. Indeed, the Systematic Beds are a major citation
in the Grade II* assessment of CUBG in the Register of Parks
and Gardens administered by Historic England.

Fig. 5. Note the long line of visitors heading to the Systematic Beds,
then called Herbaceous Beds, in this delightful watercolour and
calligraphy plan by Roger D. Simons, 1952. The eastern 20 acres
of the Garden are as yet undeveloped.
Inadvertently, the Botanic Garden has become a custodian
of scientific and landscape heritage, which, as we shall see, is
not always easy to reconcile with its primary purpose of holding
a plant collection fit for modern research and teaching.
THE SYSTEMATIC BEDS IN
CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT
Humans have always sorted plants. It would have been
important for early man to determine which plants were tasty
and which toxic, which could kill and which could cure,
especially since some plants, like the foxglove, can do both!
Observations made using the naked eye suggest ways of
grouping plants by likeness – family resemblance. Today,
however, scientists study the genetic composition of plants to
determine evolutionary relationships: their discoveries have
prompted the building and rebuilding of the plant family tree.
- 12 -

The Angiosperm Phylogeny Group, known as APG, refers
to an international consortium of botanists who collaborate to
establish a modern taxonomy for flowering plants
(angiosperms). The APG approach uses the latest DNA
evidence to take out the guesswork when striving to plot all the
descendants of a common ancestor on the right branch of the
plant family tree.
Since DNA is the unifying property of all living things, the
same sequence of DNA can be compared across the whole plant
family tree to establish the closeness or remoteness of any
relationship. Traditional techniques are limited in this respect:
while plants with square stems are likely to be in the mint
family, this does not help determine how square-stemmed mints
could be related to round-stemmed daisies, for example. The
accuracy of molecular-based techniques today and the sheer
quantity of data contributed make the APG tree a robust and
stable framework. It is proving essential for investigating how
particular traits have evolved, how often and in how many
different plant families.
However, while the modern APG methods still largely
support traditional family groupings, sometimes discoveries at
the genetic or molecular level have resulted in new families
being formed, families being re-named and plant species
changing families. Changes in scientific understanding pose
interesting challenges for a Garden that seeks to be both
guardian of a historic landscape and relevant to contemporary
research.
In the CUBG Annual Report of 1999-2000 reference was
made to what would become an increasing dilemma around
how to maintain the ‘heritage while incorporating modern
taxonomic thinking’. Some re-arranging had already begun in
line with latest DNA findings and it was reported that: ‘The
superintendent and the Systematics Supervisor have this year
reorganised the Beds occupied by the single family Liliaceae to
take account of the latest findings from DNA analysis. This
splits this family into two orders and about 19 families.’
Analysis in 2016 by Dr Sam Brockington, current Curator of
the Botanic Garden, revealed the extent of fragmentation as
contemporary science had been partially incorporated (Fig. 6),
which was fuelling the disintegration of Murray’s original
design; additionally, amendments prompted by horticultural
efficiency had further scrambled the reading of de Candolle’s

Théorie élémentaire that underpinned the layout (Fig. 7). The
Systematic Beds were travelling towards a no-man’s land of
being neither a truthful heritage asset nor a taxonomic planting
relevant to research today.

Fig. 7. Reading between the lines: this join-the-dots analysis
shows how the piecemeal adoption of selected new
understanding had scrambled the reading of the 1813
textbook by Augustin de Candolle, which underpins the layout
of the Systematic Beds. © Brockington.
From a wider, cultural perspective, the Systematic Beds had
become more and more opaque to visitors as botany fell out of
the National Curriculum and diverse changes in how we spend
our leisure time, and with whom, have vastly diminished our
exposure to the natural world, particularly during the last halfcentury, so that the leaching of natural knowledge has
continued over several generations and is exponential. The fact
that author Robert MacFarlane is trying to document and, where
possible, reverse the loss of natural world language, and that we
even need a Learning Outside the Classroom manifesto to
encourage children to explore beyond the school walls, serve as
bellwethers of the pervasive depletion in knowledge of the
natural world. And yet, as the world faces key challenges such
as food security and biodiversity loss, which have plants at the
very heart of their solutions, inspiring and guiding the next
generation of plant lovers, natural scientists and plant scientists
has never been more important. As Professor Beverley Glover,
CUBG Director and CGT Patron, wrote in her appeal to
safeguard plant systematic research: ‘No organisation is as well
equipped to provide opportunities for understanding plant
relationships as a botanic garden, and the unique Systematic
Beds, along with the tree collection, arranged by plant family,
make our living collection second to none in providing such
opportunities.’4
Out of this assessment of the urgent contemporary relevance
of the Systematic Beds to research and to public engagement,
the Understanding Plant Diversity project was born.
UNDERSTANDING PLANT DIVERSITY AND
THE SYSTEMATIC BEDS TODAY
Funded by a grant from The Monument Trust in 2015, the aim
of the three-year Understanding Plant Diversity project was to
revitalise the Garden’s historic Systematic Beds for research
and public enjoyment, and comprised two major strands.
The first strand delivered a programme of horticultural and
curatorial improvement to ensure the Systematic Beds could
remain a useful teaching tool in the modern world:
incorporating contemporary understanding of the plant family
tree was key. In reworking the Systematic Beds in the light of
taxonomic understanding today, the founding vision of

Fig. 6. Placing Curator Andrew Murray’s original 1845 map
side by side with an aerial plan of the Systematic Beds made
in 2015 before their renovation reveals how the beds had
become fragmented, ungainly in their distribution and had
spilled over the natural boundary. © Brockington.
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Professor John Stevens Henslow for a relevant teaching garden
for all has remained central; the first Curator’s original design
for large beds that create an immersive, sensory experience has
been restored; and the plantings have been updated to ensure
that Murray’s historic, unique rule of only ever putting one
plant family in a bed remains true today. However, some family
beds have been repositioned within their hedged, historic
sections so that the most closely related families on the modern
plant family tree are now grown close together to demonstrate

Fig. 8. Thalamiflorae section before and after. Repositioning
of some plant families within their historic section has been
guided by contemporary understanding of the APG tree:
closely related families are grown close together to facilitate
the study of evolutionary relationships within and between
plant families. © Brockington.

Fig. 9. The Rising Path, from which the viewer can appreciate
the arrangement of the Systematic Beds. © Richard Chivers.
The design uses the landscape and plant collections actively
in delivering the interpretation narratives: the gymnosperm
collection through which the Rising Path winds inspired the
development of four ‘rest decks’ as interpretation nodes to
highlight the innovations that allowed plants to leave the water
for life on land (Fig. 10). A strong graphic design routed into
the decking boards delivers key messages in a completely novel
way and indicates, as the journey continues, how the plant
universe begins with very little species diversity 400 million
years ago but becomes crammed with the advent of the
flowering plants a mere 130 million years ago. Reaching the
elegant and spacious viewing platform at three-metres height
provides for the first time an appreciation of the full extent and
meaningful layout of the Systematic Beds; the visitor has all the
context for the angiosperm explosion in plant diversity that the
Beds represent (Fig. 11).

the APG family tree (Fig. 8). On the ground, this has meant
considerable horticultural effort, focused to date on three of the
five sections: plants were decanted to stock beds; the mighty
stone burier was employed to prepare the ground; the areas
were turfed and allowed to establish before new beds in their
Murray-inspired dimensions and faithfully ‘gardenesque’
arrangements were cut out and planted up; all the plant labels
have been updated to APG nomenclature. When work is
complete in 2020, the Systematic Beds will represent about
1600 plant species belonging to about 78 families dispersed
across 119 beds. These updates will ensure that the Systematic
Beds retain not only heritage significance but contemporary
teaching relevance.
The second strand has been the delivery of an interpretation
hub, the keystone of the public engagement aspect of the
project. Cambridge architects, Chadwick Dryer Clarke Studio,
were appointed, following a design ideas competition, with a
structure swiftly dubbed ‘The Rising Path’, a gently sloping
path 200 m in length that leads off from the established
‘gardenesque’ path network (Fig. 9). The journey up the Rising
Path spirals through the maturing conifer collection of the
adjacent New Pinetum to arrive at a stunning vantage point over
our unique Systematic Beds, with a ground-level exhibition
area beneath. The brief called for a ‘modest, light-touch,
inviting, intriguing, accessible and sustainable’ structure, from
which, having discovered and absorbed the viewpoint and
display materials, visitors could ‘walk back wisely’ to explore
and enjoy the Systematic Beds further. The structure is light and
transparent comprising elegant balustrades of Accoya (a
‘pickled’ pine with longevity in excess of 30 years), supported
by slender steel uprights that have been carefully ‘screwed’ into
the ground to avoid tree roots and require no concrete piles.

Fig. 10. The rest decks tell the story of the evolutionary
innovations that enabled plants to proliferate on land.
© Smith & Wallwork.
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Fig. 11. Reaching the elevated platform affords a splendid
view over the Systematic Beds. © Richard Chivers.
At ground level, free-standing exhibition units, composed
in a modular way inspired by plant cell structures, host discrete
but thematically linked stories, curated around the twin
educational purposes of the Systematic Beds: how to look at
plants, and how to sort those plants to provide a robust
framework for effective research and communication. Plants
are full of shapes, patterns, numbers, colours, textures, scents
and tastes: the ‘ways of looking’ theme starts by encouraging
close observation of the different parts of a plant and seeing
how the roots, stems, leaves and flowers all fit together - the
beginning of how plants are described, defined and named. The
theme is brought up-to-date by the inclusion of research case
studies illustrating contemporary ways of looking: the
discovery that some flowers have ‘blue halos’ highlights the
role of the latest DNA techniques whilst a simple interactive
display explores how powerful, new microscopy technology
has helped uncover the nanostructures of plants. The ‘ways of
sorting’ theme gets to the nub of what the Systematic Beds are
for, introduced through a hybrid game between Happy Families
and Animal, Vegetable, Mineral which invites visitors to sort
pictures into groups by identifying a common characteristic.
Seeing the family resemblance segues into understanding the
family tree, focusing on how scientists today study the genetic
composition of plants to determine evolutionary relationships.
A relief model of the Systematic Beds helps to illustrate the
points of convergence and divergence between the two
approaches, and provides a discussion table around which
visiting groups can gather.
Henslow provided the lodestar that guided the ‘feel’ and
philosophy of all the interpretive elements: ‘I had given the
children in our village school instruction in Botany as a useful
and not unimportant method of awakening curiosity’.5 To
intrigue, the interpretation artwork draws widely from the
collections of the University of Cambridge, including Charles
Darwin’s pressed plant material from his voyage on HMS
Beagle, which is housed in the University Herbarium,
Henslow’s illustrations in the Whipple Museum of the History
of Science, and Edward Lear’s Nonsense Botany in the
University Library. In addition, robust interactive elements
including relief rubbings, stem-shape sorters, a plant building
activity, a seed abacus, a nature table and a crawl-through of
underground root shapes, encourage an active approach to
observing plants (Fig 12). There are even songs! Out in the
Systematic Beds themselves, interpretation units highlight the

Fig. 12. Sturdy interactives introduce the concept of sorting
nature through playing Animal, Vegetable, Mineral.
key diagnostic features of ten common plant families. The end
result has a strong appeal to the multi-generational extended
family and friends visits that characterise the Botanic Garden
audience of some 300,000 visitors each year.
The Rising Path opened in September 2018 accompanied by
enthusiastic press coverage and Sorted! a festival of public talks
which brought together artists and art historians, garden
experts, scientists, collection curators, researchers and writers
to share their perspectives on how we bring nature to order.
Fully booked and enthusiastically welcomed, feedback from
attendees was superlative: ‘Remarkable three days, off the scale
extraordinary’; and, via Twitter, came ‘Have had an absolutely
wonderful time @CUBotanicGarden at the #SortedFestival
learning about petal iridescence, Virginia Woolf's sense of
colour, hyperspectral sensing, Henslow's stunning wall charts
and
much
more!
Massive
congratulations
to
@cubgsystematics’. In March 2019, the Rising Path was
recognised at the Cambridge Design and Construction Awards,
winning in both the annual Sustainability and Engineering, and
also the tri-ennial Best New Landscape categories. To quote
Professor Glover’s speech at the opening celebration for the
Rising Path: ‘The Botanic Garden is at its very best when it
combines cutting-edge science, world-class horticulture and
thoughtful and thought-provoking interpretation.’
Juliet C. Day
Project Manager, Understanding Plant Diversity, 2016-2018
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THE GARDENS OF SELWYN COLLEGE

Fig. 1. Map of Selwyn College and the principal points of interest in the garden.

I

N 1879 a committee was formed to maintain an Anglican
culture, partly in response to the 1871 University Tests
Act, which had broken the Anglican exclusivity of the
student body. This Memorial Committee, commemorating
George Augustus Selwyn, the first Archbishop of New Zealand
and one of the greatest of Victorian ecclesiastics, raised funds
by public subscription to found a hostel. A Charter of
Incorporation was granted by Queen Victoria in 1882 to
“provide a university education, combined with strict economy
and simple living, for practising members of the Church of
England” and it enjoyed the support of the Prime Minister
William Gladstone. The committee had appointed a Master, the
Hon. Arthur Temple Lyttelton, and the Archbishop of
Canterbury was to be the Visitor. Lyttelton had been a Tutor at
Keble College, Oxford and Selwyn’s Charter and constitution
was modelled on that of Keble. The college became an
Approved Foundation of the University in 1926 and attained
full collegiate status in 1958.
THE SITE
The site was originally a small area within the ridge and furrow
arable of the Carme Field, part of Cambridge’s West Fields
until the 1805 Enclosure Act. In this field was an unploughed
strip called the Great Balk, which the Commission of
Enclosure had specified to become a new road. In 1875
Spalding’s Map shows Parallelogram Road, soon to be named
Grange Road, extending from the Barton Road and leading to
St John’s grange farm. At enclosure a number of colleges had
been allocated large plots and in 1879 the Memorial Committee

purchased 6 acres from Corpus Christi College. It was a plot of
ridge and furrow meadow with hedgerows, footpaths and huge
elms adjacent to the developing Grange Road (Fig. 2). Cattle
grazing in fields separated the site from Newnham village.
Today the site has been extended by the purchase of the
adjacent Edwardian villas, Nos 38-42, as far as West Road and
by the purchase of other villas to the north in West Road. The
result is what one academic has described as “creeping
annexation” in the area of Grange Road. Today, Selwyn
College is bounded by Sidgwick Avenue to the south, Grange

Fig. 2. Detail of 6-inch OS map of 1886. Selwyn has been founded
but Grange Road (centre) still leads only to Grange Farm from
Barton Road. © National Library of Scotland.
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south-facing walls in December rather than in the autumn,
allowing the removal of accumulated dead wood. The twentyfoot creeper will be reduced to the height of the third storey
(Fig. 3). He has removed the colourful tubs and hanging
baskets, to be replaced by greater emphasis on the surrounding
herbaceous borders. His intention is to provide colour
throughout the year and the planting from border to border will
offer continuity but will also be dependent upon growth
patterns following the orientation of the sun.
The south-facing border of the North range offers the best
opportunities. Previously it had been rejuvenated by Dr Alexis
Vlasto, who had collected some rare and unusual
Mediterranean plants from Greece, Bosnia and Serbia. These
include Dracunculus vulgaris, the Snake Plant; the rare blue
flowered Lithodora zahnii and the Halacsya sendtneri of the
borage family. Today, also, there are salvias, fuchsias,
potentillas, hebes, small pink roses and a variety of herbs.
The chapel on the east side of the court has two clipped
myrtles on either side of its door and this eastern border has
plantings from New Zealand. The border is separated from the
main garden beyond by railings and Amelanchier have been
planted on either side of the garden gate. Through the railings
are another Dr Vlasto’s rarities, the Forsythia europaea and
other small specimen trees.

Road to the west, West Road to the north and the University’s
Sidgwick site to the east. The original gardens were those of the
Old Court with a large Victorian garden to the east and the
Master’s and Fellows’ Gardens extending to the south from this
Victorian garden (Fig. 1).
In 2018 the then Head Gardener, Andrew Myson*, was
appointed to work with the Gardens’ Committee of six Fellows,
one post-graduate and one undergraduate with a remit to revisit
the Victorian gardens making changes suitable for a 21C
garden. Their plans will also involve the new Ann’s Court,
originally part of the gardens of the Grange Road villas, and to
design a new garden towards West Road, after the planned
demolition of these villas and a major new building
development (under way as this article goes to press) which will
provide the college with a more unified and impressive frontage
on Grange Road. It is an exciting challenge but the gardeners
cannot develop the site northwards to West Road until the
builder’s site and parking have been removed.
THE OLD COURT
Sir Arthur Blomfield designed the court to include a sunken
central lawn, following the plan of Keble College, Oxford.
Today the lawn is no longer sunken, having been infilled with
builder’s soil in 1961. The original surrounding gravel path was
replaced later with York stone paving. The buildings of the
court constructed of Ketton stone and local red brick were
covered with Virginia creeper. Today the wall of the Hall to the
south has been stripped to reveal its fine brickwork and the
Head Gardener proposes to cut the creeper on the west- and

THE MAIN CENTRAL GARDEN
This large, colourful garden stretches from the Master’s and
Fellows’ Gardens to the south adjacent to Sidgwick Avenue and
to the east towards the Sidgwick site hidden by the informal
planting of trees and shrubs. A winding path crosses the garden
from north to south (Fig. 4) and there are a number of separate
beds approached across mown grass. Two large beds to the
south-east adjacent to the Master’s Garden await the Head
Gardener’s attention for new planting and there is a pond with
water lilies and newts. A number of fine trees grow within the
garden, in particular a splendid horse chestnut with wild garlic
circling its trunk, a Holm Oak, a Handkerchief Tree, a golden
Robinia and number of beeches. Muntjacks and rabbits cause a
few problems but the presence of foxes helps.

Fig. 4. Looking north from the student border (14 in Fig. 1)
towards the winding path intersecting the Victorian border
(15 in Fig. 1). Photo Judith Christie.

Fig. 3. South-facing wall of the North range, with clipped
Virginia creeper and border. Photo Judith Christie.
*

The present Head Gardener at Selwyn is Alexander Turner.
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Fig. 5. The frontage
of Selwyn College
along Grange Road
with its flowering
white prunus.
Beyond the Chapel there is a wide range of botanically
interesting plants collected in Europe; the Forsythia europaea
from southern Serbia and Iris xiphioides from the Pyrenees.
Facing the East window of the Chapel is Cornus kousa
‘Chinensis’, planted in 1978, and the more recent planting of
Acer saccharinum from the USA. Immediately inside the
garden are two borders and a pair of incense cedars frame the
view to the central beds. In these borders are Agapanthus and
Kniphofia, red-hot pokers.
The central beds show fine examples of late Victorian
planting (Fig. 4) with exotic half-hardy plants: three types of
Canna (yellow, red and orange), dahlias, salvias, a banana tree
and purple Verbena. Mauve heliotrope, smelling of fruit pie, is
used as an edging plant. This bed is at its best in summer and
early autumn with predominantly red, orange, yellow and
purple colours and with emphasis on different shapes and
textures. These exuberant central beds are divided by a winding
gravel path.
Leading from the garden towards West Road, Passiflora
caerulea and Solanum crispum ‘Autumnale’ cover the
Sidgwick wall with an under-planting of autumn-flowering
Sternbergia lutea. Young cherries, Prunus ‘Tai-haku’ and
Wisteria sinensis ‘Alba’ border the lane to the exit.

ANN’S COURT
This court to the north of the Old Court was originally part of
the gardens of Nos 38-42 Grange Road. Ann Dobson, the donor
of £7.5m and wife of Selwyn alumnus Dr Chris Dobson,
enabled the construction of a new building, 2005-2009. In
Spring the large lawn has a fine display of daffodils and is
available for use by undergraduates. A Cedar of Lebanon,
mature beeches and yews survive from the earlier gardens.
BEYOND ANN’S COURT
Two late-Victorian houses on Grange Road are to be removed
and to be replaced by an auditorium and new library creating a
unified frontage for the College on Grange Road from Sidgwick
Avenue to West Road. Three silver birches and a path separate
this area as far as Brown’s Hostel on West Road. The area will
be reserved for a builder’s yard and machinery, eventually
followed by new planting.
THE FRONTAGE ON GRANGE ROAD
There is a splendid surviving elm and, in spring, white
flowering prunus trees along the present frontage (Fig. 5).
There are plans to re-group these trees and to introduce further
imaginative planting.
It is an exciting time for the gardeners who have the unusual
opportunity in a college to re-design existing gardens and to
plant large, new areas in a creative way. Once the new buildings
are constructed, it will be rewarding to visit Selwyn and to view
the changes and developments.

THE MASTER’S AND FELLOWS’ GARDENS
These gardens are relatively small and heavily enclosed with
trees. The Master’s Garden has a central lawn edged by
serpentine gravel paths with mixed flower borders beyond. The
Fellows’ Garden is enclosed by thick shrubbery with some 15
species of roses near the summerhouse. Currently there is a plan
to rearrange and re-design these two gardens, allowing greater
space for entertainment and social activities while retaining a
separating area.

Charles Malyon
November 2018
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PINEHURST
The following short note forms an appendix to the foregoing article on Selwyn College gardens and describes the evolution of the
Pinehurst development, located on the map in Figure 1 below, opposite the college on the west side of Grange Road.

P

INEHURST and its garden lie in what was Carmefield,
one of the West Fields of Cambridge before enclosure
in 1805. Using the 1566 terrier of St John’s College and
the 18C Blackmore Estate map, it is possible to identify the area
of Pinehurst and the adjacent Leckhampton House as part of
that field in the ownership of Corpus Christi College. Two
ancient balks ran north to south through this field; the easterly
one was the Long Balk. At the construction of Pinehurst, this
was referred to as Parallelogram, later Grange, Road.
THE LEASE FROM CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE
Corpus Christi was the first college to lease out land in the
middle of the under-developed area immediately to the west of
Grange Road. Pinehurst and its garden comprised the earliest
house in this road, built on a 9-acre plot leased by Corpus
Christi in 1871to Augustus Arthur Vansittart, formerly Fellow
and later Auditor of Trinity College. This lease was followed in
1878 to another former Fellow of Trinity, F.W.H. Myers, for
the construction of Leckhampton. The leases imposed strict
conditions on the construction of the houses and management
of the two estates (cf Corpus Christi First Lease Book, 186982). By a further lease with Vansittart, Myers was allowed to
connect to a new drain and he became ‘responsible for the
whole length of this Public Drain’. Myers’ lease was binding
on Vansittart and on the Master and Bursar of Corpus Christi.

reference to Vansittart. Myers and family held frequent social
gatherings for many well known Cambridge families but there
was no reference to his neighbour, Vansittart. By 1924 the
house had become a boarding school for girls, with the Misses
W.R. and G.H. Fry as Principals. Pinehurst was demolished in
the early 1930s to be replaced by residential flats.

VANSITTART’S PINEHURST c.1871
Vansittart invited the London architect, T.E.C. Streatfield, to
design his house, which, initially, was called Grata Quies and
later changed to Pinehurst. The 1903 OS map (Fig. 1) shows
Pinehurst approached by a carriage-drive from Grange Road,
tree-lined and opening to a roundel facing the house, which
enabled a turning area for carriages. The drive continues to a
coach house. Other buildings include both coachman’s and
gardener’s cottages. There was perimeter tree planting around
the whole site, what appears to be a shrubbery with specimen
trees – perhaps a small pond in the area to the east bordering
Grange Road and three large lawns with perimeter paths.
Adjacent to the northerly outbuildings there appear to be
glasshouses. Today trees survive from Vansittart’s planting
including a fine redwood. Like Myers he may have used
Hillier’s small nursery garden on the corner of Grange Road
with West Road, to provide basic plants.
Pinehurst was a large private residence and, together with
Leckhampton, was one of the earliest of Cambridge houses to
install electric lighting in 1895. Peterhouse had been the first
college to do so in 1884. Initially access to Pinehurst from the
town was by West Road; Sidgwick Avenue was not constructed
until 1893 and the development of Grange Road both
southwards to Barton Road and northwards to Madingley Road
occurred after the house was built.
While researching Leckhampton, which became a centre for
the new society of psychical research of which F.W.H. Myers
and his friend Henry Sidgwick were co-founders, I found no

THE RESIDENTIAL FLATS OF PINEHURST
In 1932 Strand and Savoy Properties Ltd commissioned the
architect, T.P. Bennett to design Grange Court and Manor
Court, built in traditional 1930s style. At this time, the residents
were predominantly families with young children living on an
estate with mature gardens and numerous trees. During this
period, the well known Green Street GP, Dr Rex Salisbury
Woods, was resident. By the 1960s, elderly retired
professionals and academics were predominant, no doubt
attracted by the proximity of the University Library.
In 1965 the Norwich Union sold over 2 acres of the original
estate to Contemporary House Ltd. for £72,000. Marlborough,
Westberry and Amhurst Courts were sold with 99-year leases.
I have no evidence of a continuing connection with Corpus
Christi; perhaps the 1967 Leasehold Reform Act had some
importance. By 1990 Pinehurst South, designed by the architect
Stefan Zins, was constructed to form two blocks of 30 flats in
total. They were built on the southern edge of the site in a
woodland setting and facing Selwyn Gardens; they were named
Redwood Lodge, referring to Vansittart’s planting of a
redwood, and the Oast House, presumably from its roofline.
This scheme was carried out, developed and managed by the
local Midsummer Estate, carefully reflecting the high standard
of the local conservation area. It had bought the site from
Norwich Union in 1985 and the company’s founder and
managing director was Nigel Grimshaw.
The first resident on 1 April 1990 was Professor Stephen
Hawking, who stayed for eight years. Dr Kim Dae-jung was

Fig. 1. Pinehurst and Leckhampton House, west of Grange
Road. 25-inch OS map 1903. © National Library of Scotland.
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resident while a Visiting Fellow at Clare Hall. President of
South Korea from 1998 to 2003, he was awarded a Nobel Prize
for his “sunshine policy”, attempting to reunify North and
South Korea. A plaque in the Oast House marks the occasion
of a visit by the Duke of Edinburgh in 1999.
In 2012 the Coach House Mews were built in a style
resembling the outbuildings of Vansittart’s estate. 35a Grange

Road was his coachman’s cottage, standing as a house in the
woods.
Charles Malyon, November 2018
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PROGRAMME OF VISITS & EVENTS 2019
Venues marked * require minimum group numbers so please help our organisers by booking early.
MAY

7

Tues

11:00am

Visit* to The Old Rectory Gardens, Sudborough Road, Sudborough, Kettering NN14 3BX.
Introduction & guided walk through 2.5 acres of gardens and woodland with interest
throughout the year. £15 members, £16 guests including sandwich selection for lunch.

JUNE

12 Wed

11:00am

Visit* to Castor House, 2 Peterborough Road, Peterborough PE5 7AX. 12 acres of terraced
gardens, spring-fed water features, potager with greenhouse and exotic borders, woodland
garden, rose and cottage gardens, stumpery, orchard in walled gardens. Introduction and a
self-guided tour with unlimited tea, coffee and biscuits. £8 members, £10 guests.

18 Tues

5:30pm8:30pm

President’s Evening Kirtling Tower, Newmarket CB8 9PA. Bring your own picnic in the
park and join Gilly Drummond and Twigs Way in marking 25 years of Lord Fairhaven’s
support for the Trust. £12 for members and guests before 10 May, £15 after. See invitation.

JULY

9

Tues

11:00am

Visit* to Deene Park, Deene Road, Corby NN17 3EW. Tour of the gardens with canallinked lakes, stone bridge, walled kitchen garden and modern box parterre. Tea-room
refreshments. £7.50 members, £9.00 guests.

AUGUST

8

Thurs 11:00am for Visit* to Kirby Hall, Kirby Lane, Deene, Corby NN17 3EN. Sir Christopher Hatton’s 1690’s
11:30am great garden restored. Parterre with statues, urns, seating, topiary and other features. Hot
drinks from vending machine, snacks in shop, or self-picnic. Tour of house and garden from
11:30am. Entry £7.90 (EH card-holders free), guided tour £3.

SEP

4

Weds

10:45am

Visit* to Humphry Repton site at Dullingham House, near Newmarket CB8 9UP, led by
CGT patron Lady Nourse, followed by visit to NGS garden at Burrough Green guided by
owner. Details to follow.

11 Weds

10:45am

Guided tour of Systematic Beds in the CU Botanic Garden, 1 Brookside, CB2 1JE, with
AGM speaker Juliet Day (c.f. article on p. 9). Free entry to CUBG by courtesy of patron
Beverly Glover. Lunch available on site. Members £3.50, guests £5. There is a maximum
group size but a second tour after lunch may be possible for larger numbers.

OCT
NOV
DEC

Details to follow.
16 Sat

10:30am1:30pm

AGM Fen Drayton Village Hall, CB24 4SL. Coffee on arrival, AGM from 11:00. Talk from
11.30 followed by lunch (£7.50). Speaker to be confirmed.
Christmas lecture: details to follow.

(For latest visit details please go to http://cambridgeshiregardenstrust.org.uk)
Tickets from / register with: Alan Brown, Foxhollow, 239 High Street, Offord Cluny, St. Neots PE19 5RT. Tel.: 01480 811947.
E-mail: fox.239@btinternet.com Please make cheques payable to Cambridgeshire Gardens Trust, or transfer by BACS to the
CGT account with Barclays 20-29-68 30347639, citing your name as reference, and informing Alan of the payment.
To avoid disappointment (some venues limit numbers), please book at least 2 weeks before the visit.
Should you need to cancel a booking, please advise Alan as early as possible.
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